Unit 9 - Week 7

Assignment - 7

The due date for submitting this assignment has passed. As per our records you have not submitted this assignment.

1) Simone de Beauvoir rejects the idea(s) that women are _________ to men
   - Equal
   - Inferior
   - Superior
   - All of the above

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0
Accepted Answers: All of the above

2) Which of the following binaries has not been used by Beauvoir to describe the current relationship between man and woman?
   - Mind-Body
   - Vertical-Oblique
   - Perfect-Imperfect
   - Central-Marginal

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0
Accepted Answers: Central-Marginal

3) Nominalists reject the idea of
   - femininity
   - masculinity
   - man-woman duality
   - all of the above

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0
Accepted Answers: all of the above
4) The oblation of categories by nominalists runs the danger of
☐ undermining the femininity of women
☐ propagation of singular male narrative
☐ dilution of male-female binary
☐ subversion of patriarchy

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0
Accepted Answers:
propagation of singular male narrative

5) The statement "woman is a womb" essentializes woman in her
☐ subjectivity
☐ otherness
☐ corporeality
☐ inferiority

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0
Accepted Answers:
corporeality

6) The journey from Nature to Culture, according to Levi-Strauss, is
marked by the production of
☐ mythologies of domination
☐ social contradictions
☐ binaries and dualities
☐ fellowship based on solidarity

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0
Accepted Answers:
binaries and dualities

7) How does consciousness effect the production of dualistic
categories
☐ Fundamental tendency to set itself up as essential
☐ Desire to organise the world in its own image
☐ Subjugating and othering the minorities
☐ All of the above

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0
Accepted Answers:
Fundamental tendency to set itself up as essential

8) What are the reasons that have historically persuaded women to
comply with the domination of men?
☐ economic risk and issue of sustenance
☐ difficulty of navigating an authentic existence
9) Which of the following can be said to be characteristic of the historical relationship of man and woman? 1 point

- temptation towards comfortable passivity
- all of the above

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0
Accepted Answers:
all of the above

10) Which of the following is not a reason for the lack of solidarity among women? 1 point

- Dispersal across population
- Lack of unifying past or religion
- Inconsistent and shifting aims and goals
- Economic and social ties to men

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0
Accepted Answers:
Inconsistent and shifting aims and goals